
The CLA  Coupé and Shooting Brake

Price List as of 01st January 2021



Welcome 

At Mercedes-Benz we appreciate the importance of detail. Over the following pages 
you’ll find model prices and a breakdown of standard and optional equipment, as 
well as details of the attractive finance offers and benefits that are available to every 
Mercedes-Benz driver. 

We have highlighted some of the best styling features both inside and out, some of 
the new technology features and some body styling options which all combine to 
give you a unique driving experience. To experience a full listing of what is available; 
please speak directly to your local Mercedes-Benz Dealer.

Of course, some things have to be experienced to be truly appreciated, such as the 
qualities that set a Mercedes-Benz apart, which is why we’d like to invite you for a 
test drive at your local Mercedes-Benz Dealership. Discover the location and the 
contact details of your local Mercedes-Benz Dealership at www.mercedes-benz.ie
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Model Description Wheel size CO2 VRT Rate Road Tax CC BHP Price* 

CLA180 Coupé Style 16" 131-135 17.25% €210.00 1332 136 €35,170.00 

CLA180 Coupé Progressive 18" 131-135 17.25% €210.00 1332 136 €37,785.00 

CLA180 Coupé AMG Line 18" 136-140 18.00% €210.00 1332 136 €40,997.00 

CLA180 Coupé A/T Style  16" 131-135 17.25% €210.00 1332 136 €37,150.00 

CLA180 Coupé A/T Progressive      18" 136-140 18.00% €210.00 1332 136 €40,086.00 

CLA180 Coupé A/T AMG Line 18" 136-140 18.00% €210.00 1332 136 €42,987.00 

CLA200 Coupé Style 16" 131-135 17.25% €210.00 1332 163 €38,405.00 

CLA200 Coupé Progressive       18" 131-135 17.25% €210.00 1332 163 €41,020.00 

CLA200 Coupé AMG Line 18" 136-140 18.00% €210.00 1332 163 €44,262.00 

CLA200 Coupé A/T Style 16" 131-135 17.25% €210.00 1332 163 €40,335.00 

CLA200 Coupé A/T Progressive      18" 136-140 18.00% €210.00 1332 163 €43,321.00 

CLA200 Coupé A/T AMG Line 18" 136-140 18.00% €210.00 1332 163 €46,222.00 

CLA200 Coupé 4MATIC Style 16" 141-145 19.50% €270.00 1332 163 €43,980.00 

CLA200 Coupé 4MATIC Progressive 18" 146-150 21.00% €270.00 1332 163 €47,451.00 

CLA200 Coupé 4MATIC AMG Line 18" 146-150 21.00% €270.00 1332 163 €50,456.00 

CLA250 Coupé A/T Style 17" 151-155 23.50% €280.00 1991 224 €50,410.00 

CLA250 Coupé A/T Progressive 18" 151-155 23.50% €280.00 1991 224 €51,574.00 

CLA250 Coupé A/T AMG Line 18" 151-155 23.50% €280.00 1991 224 €55,339.00 

CLA250 Coupé 4MATIC Style 17" 156-170 26.00% €280.00 1991 224 €52,320.00 

CLA250 Coupé 4MATIC Progressive 18" 156-170 26.00% €280.00 1991 224 €53,519.00 

CLA250 Coupé 4MATIC AMG Line 18" 156-170 26.00% €280.00 1991 224 €57,398.00 

Mercedes-AMG CLA35 Coupé 4MATIC          18" 171-190 31.00% €600.00 1991 306 €68,745.00 

Mercedes-AMG CLA45 Coupé 4MATIC          18" 191 + 37.00% €790.00 1991 387 €86,860.00 

Mercedes-AMG CLA45 S Coupé 4MATIC          19" 191 + 37.00% €790.00 1991 421 €95,355.00 

  

*Prices applicable to all models registered from 01st January to 31st January 2021. Subject to availability. Terms & Conditions apply. Prices quoted do not include dealer and delivery related charges.



 

Model Description Wheel size CO2 VRT Rate Road Tax CC BHP Price* 
CLA180d Coupé Style 16" 126-130 16.50% €200.00 1950 116 €36,385.00 

CLA180d Coupé Progressive 18" 126-130 16.50% €200.00 1950 116 €38,978.00 

CLA180d Coupé AMG Line 18" 126-130 16.50% €200.00 1950 116 €41,832.00 

CLA180d Coupé A/T Style 16" 131-135 17.25% €210.00 1950 116 €39,140.00 

CLA180d Coupé A/T Progressive 18" 131-135 17.25% €210.00 1950 116 €41,755.00 

CLA180d Coupé A/T AMG Line 18" 131-135 17.25% €210.00 1950 116 €44,631.00 

CLA200d Coupé Style 16" 121-125 15.75% €200.00 1950 150 €37,705.00 

CLA200d Coupé Progressive 18" 126-130 16.50% €200.00 1950 150 €40,598.00 

CLA200d Coupé AMG Line      18" 126-130 16.50% €200.00 1950 150 €43,452.00 

CLA200d Coupé A/T Style 16" 126-130 16.50% €200.00 1950 150 €40,415.00 

CLA200d Coupé A/T Progressive 18" 126-130 16.50% €200.00 1950 150 €43,008.00 

CLA200d Coupé A/T AMG Line      18" 131-135 17.25% €210.00 1950 150 €46,231.00 

CLA200d Coupé 4MATIC Style 16" 131-135 17.25% €210.00 1950 150 €42,885.00 

CLA200d Coupé 4MATIC Progressive 18" 131-135 17.25% €210.00 1950 150 €45,500.00 

CLA200d Coupé 4MATIC AMG Line 18" 136-140 18.00% €210.00 1950 150 €48,772.00 

CLA220d Coupé A/T Style 17" 126-130 16.50% €200.00 1950 190 €46,200.00 

CLA220d Coupé A/T Progressive 18" 126-130 16.50% €200.00 1950 190 €47,276.00 

CLA220d Coupé A/T AMG Line 18" 131-135 17.25% €210.00 1950 190 €51,177.00 

CLA220d Coupé 4MATIC Style 17" 131-135 17.25% €210.00 1950 190 €47,795.00 

CLA220d Coupé 4MATIC Progressive 18" 131-135 17.25% €210.00 1950 190 €48,879.00 

CLA220d Coupé 4MATIC AMG Line 18" 136-140 18.00% €210.00 1950 190 €52,815.00 

*Prices applicable to all models registered from 01st January to 31st January 2021. Subject to availability. Terms & Conditions apply. Prices quoted do not include dealer and delivery related charges.



 

Model Description Wheel size CO2 VRT Rate Road Tax CC BHP Price* 
CLA180 Shooting Brake Style 16" 136-140 18.00% €210 1332 136 €36,995 

CLA180 Shooting Brake Progressive 18" 136-140 18.00% €210 1332 136 €40,064 

CLA180 Shooting Brake AMG Line 18" 136-140 18.00% €210 1332 136 €42,559 

CLA180 Shooting Brake A/T Style 16" 136-140 18.00% €210 1332 136 €38,990 

CLA180 Shooting Brake A/T Progressive 18" 136-140 18.00% €210 1332 136 €42,059 

CLA180 Shooting Brake A/T AMG Line 18" 136-140 18.00% €210 1332 136 €44,554 

CLA200 Shooting Brake Style  16" 136-140 18.00% €210 1332 163 €40,250 

CLA200 Shooting Brake Progressive 18" 136-140 18.00% €210 1332 163 €43,319 

CLA200 Shooting Brake AMG Line 18" 136-140 18.00% €210 1332 163 €45,814 

CLA200 Shooting Brake A/T Style  16" 136-140 18.00% €210 1332 163 €42,215 

CLA200 Shooting Brake A/T Progressive 18" 136-140 18.00% €210 1332 163 €45,284 

CLA200 Shooting Brake A/T AMG Line 18" 136-140 18.00% €210 1332 163 €47,779 

CLA250 Shooting Brake A/T Style 17" 151-155 23.50% €280 1991 224 €52,035 

CLA250 Shooting Brake A/T Progressive 18" 151-155 23.50% €280 1991 224 €53,657 

CLA250 Shooting Brake A/T AMG Line 18" 156-170 26.00% €280 1991 224 €58,765 

CLA250 Shooting Brake 4MATIC Style 17" 156-170 26.00% €280 1991 224 €53,910 

CLA250 Shooting Brake 4MATIC Progressive 18" 156-170 26.00% €420 1991 224 €55,582 

CLA250 Shooting Brake 4MATIC AMG Line 18" 156-170 26.00% €420 1991 224 €59,080 

Mercedes-AMG CLA 35 Shooting Brake 4MATIC 18" 171-190 31.00% €600 1991 306 €67,725 

Mercedes-AMG CLA 45 Shooting Brake 4MATIC 18" 191 +  37.00% €790 1991 387 €89,915 

Mercedes-AMG CLA 45 S Shooting Brake 4MATIC 19" 191 +  37.00% €1,250 1991 421 €93,820 

*Prices applicable to all models registered from 01st January to 31st January 2021. Subject to availability. Terms & Conditions apply. Prices quoted do not include dealer and delivery related charges.



 

Model Description Wheel size CO2 VRT Rate Road Tax CC BHP Price* 
CLA180d Shooting Brake Style 16" 126-130 16.50% €200 1950 116 €37,910 

CLA180d Shooting Brake Progressive 18" 131-135 17.25% €210 1950 116 €41,263 

CLA180d Shooting Brake AMG Line 18" 131-135 17.25% €210 1950 116 €43,739 

CLA180d Shooting Brake A/T Style 16" 131-135 17.25% €210 1950 116 €40,295 

CLA180d Shooting Brake A/T Progressive 18" 136-140 18.00% €210 1950 116 €43,694 

CLA180d Shooting Brake A/T AMG Line 18" 136-140 18.00% €210 1950 116 €46,189 

CLA200d Shooting Brake Style  16" 126-130 16.50% €200 1950 150 €39,295 

CLA200d Shooting Brake Progressive       18" 126-130 16.50% €200 1950 150 €42,314 

CLA200d Shooting Brake AMG Line     18" 131-135 17.25% €210 1950 150 €45,134 

CLA200d Shooting Brake A/T Style  16" 126-130 16.50% €200 1950 150 €41,910 

CLA200d Shooting Brake A/T Progressive       18" 131-135 17.25% €210 1950 150 €45,298 

CLA200d Shooting Brake A/T AMG Line     18" 131-135 17.25% €210 1950 150 €47,774 

CLA200d Shooting Brake 4MATIC Style  16" 131-135 17.25% €210 1950 150 €43,960 

CLA200d Shooting Brake 4MATIC Progressive       18" 136-140 18.00% €210 1950 150 €47,389 

CLA200d Shooting Brake 4MATIC AMG Line     18" 136-140 18.00% €210 1950 150 €49,884 

CLA220d Shooting Brake A/T Style 17" 131-135 17.25% €210 1950 190 €48,095 

CLA220d Shooting Brake A/T Progressive 18" 131-135 17.25% €210 1950 190 €49,607 

CLA220d Shooting Brake A/T AMG Line 18" 131-135 17.25% €210 1950 190 €52,771 

CLA220d Shooting Brake 4Matic Style 17" 136-140 18.00% €210 1950 190 €50,180 

CLA220d Shooting Brake 4Matic Progressive 18" 136-140 18.00% €210 1950 190 €51,704 

CLA220d Shooting Brake 4Matic AMG Line 18" 136-140 18.00% €210 1950 190 €54,894 

*Prices applicable to all models registered from 01st January to 31st January 2021. Subject to availability. Terms & Conditions apply. Prices quoted do not include dealer and delivery related charges.



Star Finance PCP

You said you‘d drive a Mercedes-Benz one day. One day is now with Star 

Finance PCP.

Speak to your dealer to discover just how easy it can be to upgrade from the 

ordinary to the extraordinary.

Our new Personal Contract Plan guarantees the minimum future value (GMFV) 

of your Mercedes-Benz.

Select your Mercedes-Benz model, pay your deposit and in 37 months either: 

Trade-in for a brand new model

Acquire your model by paying the outstanding balance

Return the car and walk away (T&C’s apply)

Purchase Price†:

Deposit/Trade in: 

Finance Amount:  

36 Monthly Payments of:  

GMFV†† (Optional Final Payment)  

Term:  37 months

Total Cost of Credit:  

APR %* 4.9%

Mercedes-Benz CLA Coupé Star Finance PCP Example
(includes delivery and a 3 year service plan)

   Terms and Conditions.
† Includes delivery & related charges. Model is shown for illustrative purposes only. †† The Guaranteed Minimum Future Value (GMFV) is payable if you renew or retain the vehicle at the end of 
the agreement. Further charges may be applied by your Mercedes-Benz Dealer subject to kilometre limits/condition of the vehicle.*Lending criteria and conditions apply. Fixed APR (Annual 
Percentage Rate) 4.9% which is inclusive of a documentation fee of €63.49. To qualify for this Finance Offer; a minimum deposit of 10% is required. Rate quoted is correct as at 01st 
December 2020 and subject to change. Offer available on all new CLA 180 Style petrol models registered from 01st January 2021 until 31st January 2021 at authorised dealers. This is 
a Consumer Hire Purchase agreement provided by Bank of Ireland t/a Bank of Ireland Finance. C02 range: 132 - 122 g/km and 5.8 - 5.3 l/100 km

€36,220.00

€10,866.00

€25,354.00

€400.81

€13,763.60

€3,303.06



Everything that makes you special.
New around town and all set to make a lasting impression. The design 

makes you stand out. The performance puts you in the fast lane.  

The interface speaks your language. Welcome to your new CLA Coupé.



Progressive dynamism from the bonnet to the rear. The slope of the 

front hints at a forceful personality. Frameless doors underscore  

the unfettered coupé character. Its muscular shoulders and broad  

rear turn heads. 

Strikingly self-assured.



Welcome to MBUX (Mercedes-Benz User Experience). You can communicate 

with the new CLA Coupé now as you would with a friend. It’s all done with 

natural language, by touch or with intuitive gestures and even in augmented 

reality. With the help of artificial intelligence, the system is able to learn 

from you, advise you and remember your preferences.

Good to meet you.



The new CLA. 
Play by your rules.



When it comes to safety, the new CLA 
is suddenly very down to earth. 

All together and all for you. The Driving Assistance packages combine 

the assistance systems with the safety systems. This means that  

hazards can be recognised in good time, warnings displayed and, in 

an emergency, braking manoeuvres initiated.



Ready to make 
yourself at home?

The displays in the new Mercedes-Benz CLA Coupé are  

designed for your wellbeing. Everything can be set up the way 

you want to see it. The pleasant wrap-around design with  

ambient lighting ensures flowing transitions. Luxury that you 

can feel comes courtesy of the heated steering wheel and  

the state-of-the-art Widescreen Cockpit with touchscreen.



Sport needs rules. Play by your own.
You decide on the set-up, just by pressing a few buttons. Even the shock absorbers 

are adjustable to your wishes. The dynamic coupé lines, incidentally, don’t only look  

magnificent, but also offer extremely little resistance to the wind. This reduces fuel 

consumption and noise, while enhancing driving stability.



MBUX Interior Assistant.

In better form at the end of your journey than when you set off? That’s 

what happens with the ingenious ENERGIZING packages. Depending  

on the precise specification, a range of comfort systems are linked 

to create individual programmes. Light mood, music and optional 

massage seats, for example.

The MBUX Interior Assistant allows the intuitive and touchless operation 

of a whole range of comfort and MBUX functions. A camera in the 

overhead control unit captures the movement of hands and arms in the 

area of the touchscreen or touchpad and adapts the presentation on 

the media display to reflect the configuration indicated. 



Smartphone Integration package.

The driver’s undivided attention remains on the road and the current 

traffic conditions, because the head-up display projects key information 

in front of the windscreen. This is less tiring on the eyes, as they are 

not constantly having to switch between near and far. 

Smartphone Integration connects the mobile phone with the media 

system via Apple® CarPlay® and Android Auto®, thereby giving convenient 

access to the most important applications on the smartphone. Apps 

from third-party service providers such as Spotify are likewise quick 

and easy to use.

* Optional equipment..



Ambient lighting. Burmester® surround sound system.

Showcases the interior according to your personal preferences or current mood. With  

64 colours, the ambient lighting system allows the creation of some stunning colour 

schemes, for example in the illuminated air vents, doors or the instrument panel.

The high-performance speakers develop first-class surround sound. This can be  

specifically optimised for the front and rear seats and the audio experience intensified.  

A level of quality that is also visible, thanks to the high-quality Burmester lettering.

* Optional equipment..



MULTIBEAM LED. Wheels of up to 19 inches in size.

For perfect visibility: the adaptive MULTIBEAM LED headlamps react with individually 

controllable LEDs to the traffic situation. Partial main beam masks out other road users 

without dazzling them. The cornering and active light functions also illuminate the field  

of vision optimally, allowing faster identification of hazards.

Ready to conquer the roads: the new optionally available 48.26 cm (19-inch) wheels  

do not only look incredibly good, they also provide for a more full-on, sporty feeling  

at the wheel.

* Optional equipment..

* Optional equipment..



Standard equipment and appointments. The AMG Line.

You get a lot of CLA even without ticking a single box on the options list. The vehicle 

shows off its generous side when it comes to the standard specification. Sporty appeal 

is guaranteed with the diamond radiator grille, LED daytime running lights and light-alloy 

wheels. Active Brake Assist exemplifies the car’s high standard of safety.

With the AMG Line you are making a clear statement in favour of performance, both inside 

and out. The AMG bodystyling above all, with its special front and rear aprons, takes 

visual cues from the AMG models. The technical features too, including a lowered, sportily 

tuned suspension and the Direct-Steer system, serve to intensify the driving experience.
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shows off its generous side when it comes to the standard specification. Sporty appeal 

is guaranteed with the diamond radiator grille, LED daytime running lights and light-alloy 
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tuned suspension and the Direct-Steer system, serve to intensify the driving experience.



The Progressive design and equipment line.

The Progressive design and equipment line substantially enhances your car. Added value you can both see 

and feel. From every perspective the excitement and high-quality engineering associated with a sporty 

coupé is intensified. This line also opens up the option of other attractive combinations for both inside and 

out – for example the Leather and Night package.
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coupé is intensified. This line also opens up the option of other attractive combinations for both inside and 

out – for example the Leather and Night package.



Suspension with Adaptive Damping System.

If you so wish, the damping will adapt fully to your driving style and to the road via the suspension settings  

and can actively support the CLA’s driving dynamics.

The weight- and noise-optimised components are designed to combine agile handling characteristics, driving 

safety and comfort as ideally as possible.



DYNAMIC SELECT.

From a whisper to a roar. The optional suspension with Adaptive Damping System can be adjusted at  

the touch of a button. There is a choice between the drive programs Eco, Comfort, Sport and Individual.



CLA

12 V socket in the oddments tray

Active Braking Assist

Active Lane Keeping Assist

Air vents in black with surround in silver shadow

ATTENTION ASSIST

Automatic front passenger airbag shut off

Crosswind Assist

Cruise control with speed limiter

Door sill panels with "Mercedes-Benz" lettering

Double cup holder

DYNAMIC SELECT with the drive programs Eco, Comfort, Sport and Individual

ECO start/stop function

Front airbags for driver and front passenger plus kneebag for the driver

Glasses compartment for driver

Heated front seats

KEYLESS-GO starting function

Style interior

MBU  multimedia system with 7” instrument display plus media display

Mercedes-Benz emergency call system

Multi collision brake

Private car sharing

Rain/light sensor

Reversing camera

Roof liner in black fabric

Sidebags for driver and front passenger (combined thorax/pelvisbag)

Speed Limit Assist

Status display for rear seat belts in instrument cluster

Steering wheel shift paddles in conjunction with automatic transmission

THERMATIC 1 zone automatic climate control

Tyre pressure monitoring system

Leather multifunction sports steering wheel

Luggage compartment lighting

Upholstery in cloth

USB port in the oddments tray & 2 USB ports in the rear of the centre console

Velour floor mats

Window airbags

Tirefit

Touchpad without controller



CLA

16” 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels (CLA180, CLA180d, CLA200, CLA200d)

17” alloy wheels (CLA220, CLA220d, CLA250, CLA250 4MATIC)

Beltline plus window line trim strip in chrome

Comfort suspension

Halogen headlamps with integral LED daytime running lamps

Style exterior

LED High Performance headlamps (starting from the CLA220)

Radiator trim with diamond radiator grille and pins in black, silver-painted single 

Side sill panels painted in the vehicle colour

Two-piece rear apron with stepped lower section in a diffuser look in matt black

louvre and insert in chrome

EASY-PACK tailgate (only for Shooting Brake)



Carbon-fibre-look trim

Comfort seats including Seat Comfort package with seat cushion depth adjustment

Folding rear seat backrests with a 40:20:40 split

Leather multifunction sports steering wheel

Luggage nets on front seat backrests

Net in front passenger footwell

Roof liner in black fabric

Shift lever in leather with additional elements in silver chrome

Upholstery in ARTICO man-made leather / fabric

Vehicle key with decorative surround in chrome

CLA
Progressive interior

THERMOTRONIC 2 zone automatic climate control



18” multi-spoke light-alloy wheels

Front apron with trim strip in chrome

CLA
Progressive exterior

LED High Performance headlamps

EASY-PACK tailgate (only for Shooting Brake)

Visible tailpipe trim elements and rear apron with trim strip in chrome



AMG brushed stainless steel sports pedals with rubber studs

Closing handles in galvanised silver

Direct-Steer system

CLA
AMG Line interior

Floor mats in black with AMG lettering

Nappa leather multifunction sports steering wheel with flattened bottom section

Shift lever in perforated nappa leather and with additional chrome elements plus red 

or black topstitching depending on upholstery

Sports seats

Upholstery in ARTICO man-made leather / DINAMICA microfibre

Upholstery in ARTICO man-made leather in neva grey / black and light

longitudinal-grain aluminium trim optionally available at no cost



18” AMG 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels, aerodynamically optimised

AMG front apron with front splitter in chrome plus radiator trim with diamond 

AMG rear apron with trim element in chrome, visible tailpipe trim elements

CLA

AMG side sill panels in the vehicle colour

Chrome-plated beltline and window line trim strips

Front brake callipers with Mercedes-Benz logo

Lowered comfort suspension

Perforated front brake discs (starting from the CLA220)

radiator grille and pins in chrome

EASY-PACK tailgate (only for Shooting Brake)

LED High Performance headlamps

AMG Line from* €4,676 (Shooting Brake) & €4,592 (Coupe) 



18” 5-spoke light-alloy wheels (with Progressive)

18” AMG 5-spoke light-alloy wheels, aerodynamically optimised (with AMG Line)

Beltline trim strip and window line trim in high-gloss black

CLA
    

Exterior mirror housings in high-gloss black

Front splitter with insert in high-gloss black (with AMG Line)

Heat-insulating dark-tinted glass starting from the B-pillar

Rear apron with trim strip in high-gloss black plus diffuser insert in high-gloss black

Single louvre in the radiator grille in high-gloss black

*Prices are subject to model selected.

Night package from €829* (Coupe) & (Shooting Brake) 



10.25” Media display

Hard-disc navigation

Mirror package

CLA
Ad antage package from € 3,434 (Coupe) and (Shooting Brake)

Parking package with reversing camera

*Prices are subject to model selected.*Prices are subject to model selected.



10.25” Media display

Advanced Sound System - 10 speakers, 225 watts

All-digital instrument display

CLA
Premium package from €5,944* (Coupe) and €5,809* (Shooting Brake)

Ambient lighting with 64 colours

Hard-disc navigation

Illuminated door sill panels with "Mercedes-Benz" lettering

KEYLESS-GO Comfort package

Mirror package

Parking package with reversing camera

Rear armrest

*Prices are subject to model selected.



10.25” Media display

4-way lumbar support

Advanced Sound System - 10 speakers, 225 watts

CLA
Premium Plus package from €8,604* (Coupe) and €8,491* (Shooting Brake)

All-digital instrument display

Ambient lighting with 64 colours

Driver s seat and front passenger seat, electrically adjustable with memory function
& lumbar support

Hard-disc navigation

Illuminated door sill panels with "Mercedes-Benz" lettering

KEYLESS-GO Comfort package

Mirror package

MULTIBEAM LED headlamps

Panoramic sliding sunroof

Parking package with reversing camera

Rear armrest

*Prices are subject to model selected.



 

10.25” All-digital instrument display (Requires Advantage package) €829 

4-way lumbar support (not available with Style) €385 

ARTICO man-made leather (not available with Style) €267 

Hard-disc navigation €1,013 

LED High Performance headlamp (Standard from CLA220 Style, all Progressive, all AMG Line) €1,528 

Metallic paint €1,370 

Mirror package €736 

MULTIBEAM LED headlamps (price not applicable for Style) €773 

Navigation Connectivity package €1,197 

Panoramic sliding sunroof €1,730 

Parking package with 360 camera €2,467 

Parking package with reversing camera €1,096 

Smartphone integration €552 

Sound system - 10 speakers, 225 watts €569 

Sports seats (Standard for AMG Line, not available with Style) €432 

Wireless charging system for mobile devices €368 

CLA Coupé optional equipment

CLA

From*

*Optional equipment prices are subject to model selected.



 

10.25” All-digital instrument display (Requires Advantage package) €1,197 

4-way lumbar support (not available with Style) €385 

ARTICO man-made leather (not available with Style) €267 

Hard-disc navigation €1,013 

Head-up display €1,823 

LED High Performance headlamp (Standard from CLA220 Style, all Progressive, all AMG Line) €1,528 

Metallic paint €1,381 

Mirror package €736 

MULTIBEAM LED headlamps (price not applicable for Style) €773 

Navigation Connectivity package €1,197 

Panoramic sliding sunroof €1,730 

Parking package with 360 camera €2,467 

Parking package with reversing camera €1,096 

Smartphone integration €552 

Sound system - 10 speakers, 225 watts €569 

Sports seats (Standard for AMG Line, not available with Style) €432 

Wireless charging system for mobile devices €368 

CLA Shooting Brake optional equipment
CLA

From*

*Optional equipment prices are subject to model selected.



 

Wheels



The best for the engine: 
Mercedes-Benz genuine engine oils.

1  Figures for rated output in accordance with Regulation (EC) No. 715/2007 in the currently applicable version. 2 Available for a brief period. 3 Electronically limited. 4 The figures shown were calculated according to the prescribed measuring 
method. They constitute the “NEDC CO2 figures” pursuant to Article 2 No. 1 Implementing Regulation (EU) 2017/1153. Fuel consumption figures have been calculated on this basis. More information about the official fuel consumption and  
the official specific CO2 emissions of new passenger cars is available in the publication entitled “Leitfaden über den Kraftstoffverbrauch, die CO2-Emissionen and den Stromverbrauch neuer Personenkraftwagen” [“Guidelines concerning the fuel 
consumption, CO2 emissions and electricity consumption of new passenger cars”], available free of charge at all retailers and from Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH at www.dat.de. The figures are not based on an individual vehicle and do 
not constitute part of the product offer; they are provided solely for purposes of comparison between different vehicle models. The figures will vary according to the optional features selected. 5 Only valid within the European Union. Details 
may vary from country to country. 6 Calculated on the basis of the CO2 emissions measured, taking into account the mass of the vehicle. Valid for Germany only. Further technical data may be found at www.mercedes-benz.com

 

Displacement (cc) 1461

Rated output1 (kW [hp] at rpm) 85 [116]/4000

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h (s) 10.9 [10.7]

Top speed (km/h) 205

Fuel consumption4 (l/100 km)

Urban

Extra-urban

Combined

5.0 - 4.7 [4.4 - 4.2]

4.1 - 3.6 [3.9 - 3.6]

4.5 - 4.0 [4.1 - 3.8]

CO2 emissions4, combined (g/km) 118 - 116 [108 - 100]

Emissions class5/efficiency class6 Euro 6d-TEMP-EVAP-ISC

Displacement (cc) 1332 1332 1991 1991 1991

Rated output1 (kW [hp] at rpm) 100 [136] / 5500 120 [ 163] / 5500 140 [190]/5500-6100 165 [224]/5500 165 [224]/5500

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h (s) 9.4 [9.0] 8.5 [8.2] 7.0 6.3 6.3

Top speed (km/h) 216 229 237 250 250

Fuel consumption4 (l/100 km)

Urban

Extra-urban

Combined

7.4 - 7.0 [7.6 - 7.0]

4.8 - 4.3 [4.9 - 4.5]

5.8 - 5.3 [5.9 - 5.4]

7.8 - 7.2 [6.9 - 6.6] 

4.9 - 4.4 [5.2 - 4.6]

5.9 - 5.4 [5.8 - 5.4]

9.1 - 8.6

5.7 - 5.0

6.9 - 6.3

8.3 - 7.8

5.2 - 4.8

6.4 - 5.9

5.7 - 5.0

5.7 - 5.0

6.9 - 6.3

CO2 emissions4, combined (g/km) 132 - 122 [134 - 132] 135 - 125 [134 - 123] 159 - 145 146 - 135 159 - 145

Emissions class5/efficiency class6 Euro 6d-TEMP Euro 6d-TEMP Euro 6d-TEMP Euro 6d-TEMP Euro 6d-TEMP

1991

225 [306]/5800

4.9

250

9.4-9.3

6.1-6.0

7.3-7.2

167 - 164

Euro 6d-TEMP-EVAP-ISC

 

1950

110 [150]/3.400-4.400

8.3

226

5.7 - 5.1

4.0 - 3.7

4.6 - 4.2

121 - 110

Euro 6d ISC

 

1950

140 [190]/3.800

7.1

244

5.7 - 5.1

4.0 - 3.7

4.6 - 4.2

121 - 110

Euro 6d ISC

1991 1991

285 [387] / 6500 310 [421] /6,750

4.3 4.0

216 270

7.4 - 7.0 [7.6 - 7.0]

4.8 - 4.3 [4.9 - 4.5]

5.8 - 5.3 [5.9 - 5.4]

10.4 - 10.3

7.0 - 6.9

8.3 - 8.1

188 - 186 189 - 186

Euro 6d-TEMP Euro 6d ISC-FCM

Technical data CLA Coupe



Technical data CLA Shooting Brake

The best for the engine: 
Mercedes-Benz genuine engine oils.

1  Figures for rated output in accordance with Regulation (EC) No. 715/2007 in the currently applicable version. 2 Available for a brief period. 3 Electronically limited. 4 The figures shown were calculated according to the prescribed measuring 
method. They constitute the “NEDC CO2 figures” pursuant to Article 2 No. 1 Implementing Regulation (EU) 2017/1153. Fuel consumption figures have been calculated on this basis. More information about the official fuel consumption and  
the official specific CO2 emissions of new passenger cars is available in the publication entitled “Leitfaden über den Kraftstoffverbrauch, die CO2-Emissionen and den Stromverbrauch neuer Personenkraftwagen” [“Guidelines concerning the fuel 
consumption, CO2 emissions and electricity consumption of new passenger cars”], available free of charge at all retailers and from Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH at www.dat.de. The figures are not based on an individual vehicle and do 
not constitute part of the product offer; they are provided solely for purposes of comparison between different vehicle models. The figures will vary according to the optional features selected. 5 Only valid within the European Union. Details 
may vary from country to country. 6 Calculated on the basis of the CO2 emissions measured, taking into account the mass of the vehicle. Valid for Germany only. Further technical data may be found at www.mercedes-benz.com

 

Displacement (cc) 1461

Rated output1 (kW [hp] at rpm) 85 [116]/4000

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h (s) 11.2 [11.0]

Top speed (km/h) 203

Fuel consumption4 (l/100 km)

Urban

Extra-urban

Combined

5.1 - 4.7 [4.6 - 4.3]

4.3 - 3.7 [4.1 - 3.7]

4.6 - 4.1 [4.3 - 3.9]

CO2 emissions4, combined (g/km) 120 - 108 [112 - 104]

Emissions class5/efficiency class6 Euro 6d-TEMP-EVAP-ISC

Displacement (cc) 1332 1332

Rated output1 (kW [hp] at rpm) 100 [136] / 5500 120 [163] / 5500

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h (s) 9.6 [9.2] 8.4

Top speed (km/h) 215 226

Fuel consumption4 (l/100 km)

Urban

Extra-urban

Combined

7.5 - 7.2 [7.7 - 7.1]

5.0 - 4.5 [5.0 - 4.6]

6.0 - 5.5 [5.9 - 5.5]

7.8 - 7.2 [6.9 - 6.6]

5.0 - 4.5 [5.3 - 4.7]

6.0 - 5.5 [5.9 - 5.4]

CO2 emissions4, combined (g/km) 136 -- 126 [136 - 125] 137 - 126 [135 - 124]

Emissions class5/efficiency class6 Euro 6d-TEMP-EVAP-ISC Euro 6d-TEMP-EVAP-ISC

 

1950

110 [150]/3.400-4.400

8.4

221

5.7 - 5.1

4.1 - 3.7

4.7 - 4.3

123 - 112

Euro 6d ISC

 

1950

140 [190]/3.800

7.2

237

5.7 - 5.1

4.1 - 3.7

4.7 - 4.3

123 - 112

Euro 6d ISC

 

1950

140 [190]/3.800

7.2

237

5.7 - 5.1

4.1 - 3.7

4.7 - 4.3

123 - 112

Euro 6d ISC

 

1991

225 [306] /5,800

4.9

250

9.6 - 9.4

6.3 - 6.1

7.5 - 7.4

171 - 168

Euro 6d ISC



Upholstery and trim
Upholstery

105
111

159

321
325

381

 

ARTICO man-made leather - black

 

 

ARTICO man-made leather - macchiato beige / black
101 ARTICO man-made leather - black

ARTICO man-made leather, two-tone - neva grey / black

ARTICO man-made leather / Fleron fabric - black
ARTICO man-made leather / Fl ron fabric - macchiato beige / black

ARTICO man-made leather/ Fleron fabric, two-tone - black / Bahia brown

651 ARTICO man-made leather / DINAMICA microfibre - black

201 Leather - black
204 Leather - bahia brown / black
205 Leather - macchiato beige / black
211 Leather - black

257 Leather, two-tone - classic red / black

258 Leather, two-tone - titanium grey pearl / black

Trim

H15  Trim - Black open-pore linden wood trim
H23 Trim - Brown open-pore walnut wood trim
H44   Trim - Light longitudinal-grain aluminium trim 
H45 Trim - Light linear-grain aluminium trim 
H55 Trim - Trim in dark carbon-fibre look

H59 Trim - Carbon-fibre-look trim 

611 ARTICO man-made leather / DINAMICA microfibre - black

115 ARTICO man-made leather, sports seat - macchiato beige / black 115

ARTICO man-made leather / Tandel fabric - black301

301

325

611

H95

H95

671

259

259

671

Trim - Carbon-fibre-look trim 

ARTICO man-made leather / DINAMICA microfibre black

Leather titanium grey pearl / black with yellow contrasting topstitching



Non-metallic paints Metallic paints
Non-metallic paints

149 polar white
696 night black

Metallic paints

144 digital white
191 cosmos black

787 mountain grey

Paintwork

914 sun yellow

775

designo patagonia red metallic

iridium silver
817 rose gold 

149

149

696

914

787144 662

191 817 993

667

775



Dimensions CLA Coupé

All figures in millimetres. The illustrated dimensions are mean values. They are valid for vehicles in basic specification and in unladen condition.

1830
1612

1439

1602
1999

4688
10322729927

908

538

1023

518

1372

1454

1400

1457



Dimensions CLA Shooting Brake

All figures in millimetres. The illustrated dimensions are mean values. They are valid for vehicles in basic specification and in unladen condition.
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Welcome to your Mercedes-Benz world.

Imagine if …you could connect with your Mercedes-Benz? With Mercedes 

me connect, you can! Mercedes me connect offers you new connectivity 

services that make driving more comfortable and incorporates your car 

into your personal lifestyle.

Standard Services

•  Maintenance Management

•  Telediagnostics

•  Breakdown Management

•  Accident Recovery

•  Mercedes-Benz Emergency Call System

Remote Online Services1

•  Remote Retrieval of Vehicle Status (fuel level, tyre pressure etc.)

•  Parked Vehicle Locator

•  Vehicle Tracker

•  Geofencing

•  Door lock / unlock function

Getting connected is easy. Just set up your Mercedes me account and get in 

touch with your Mercedes-Benz dealer to connect your vehicle to your profile 

to access your Mercedes me connect services.

Contact your dealer to get connected, or go to www.mercedes.me 

for more details.

Mercedes me

1 Can be used with Remote Online special feature. 



28 Follow us on the following social media channels:

 facebook.com/MercedesBenzIreland

 twitter.com/MB_IRELAND

 pinterest.com/mercedesbenzire

  youtube.com/mercedesbenzireland

  instagram/mercedesbenz_ireland

Motor Distributors Ltd.
Naas Road
Dublin 12
Ireland
www.mercedes-benz.ie

Information correct at time of going to print. Prices and specifications are subject to change without prior 
notice. Prices quoted do not include dealer and delivery related charges. Images are for illustrative purposes 
only, actual product may vary. For more specific information in relation to the range of models, features, 
optional extras, colours and services available please speak to your local authorised Mercedes-Benz dealer.


